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INTRODUCTION

Due to the absence of a radar beacon on the shuttle orbiter during the
planned orbital flight tests (OFT) commencing tentatively in March 1980, skin
tracking must be used by all assisting radars prior to the landing at Rogers
Dry Lake at Edwards, California. Radar cross-section information is necessary
to predict the range at which initial radar lock-on can be achieved and to
establish search procedures to be used prior to acquisition.

During these orbital flight tests, the Air Force Space and Missile Test
Center (SAMTEC)radars at Vandenberg, California will initially acquire the
orbiter and send parallax-corrected acquisition data to both the Dryden Flight
Research Center (DFRC) and the Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC) radars at
Edwards, California where the final landing will be made (ref. I). Because of
the supersonic shuttle velocities, tracking time from first acquisition to
landing will be only 7 minutes. With no engines on the orbiter to provide
major course corrections, early acquisition is necessary to insure the safety
of the landing.

Theoretical and model simulation studies on signal-to-noise levels and
shuttle radar cross section were performed for NASA. However, to derive a more
accurate radar cross-sectional profile for the space shuttle orbiter, range and
angle data and receiver automatic gain control (AGC) voltages were recorded at
both the AN/FPS-16 and AN/MPS-19Cradars during the free-flight phase of the
third approach and landing test (ALT) flight on September 23, 1977. After the

mission, each radar was calibrated by tracking a 0.25 m2 balloon-carried
target using the same power and system configuration as had been used for the
orbiter tracking mission.

Subsequently, the radar data were combined with orbiter heading and alti-
tude data obtained from the time-tagged Johnson Space Center (JSC) flight
measurements listings. A computer program then used these data to calculate



the impingingangles for each of the two C-band signalswith respectto the
orbiter body axes and matchedthese resultswith the computedcross-sectional
values derivedfrom the two sets of radar measurements.

Extremelygood correlationwas found in the cross-sectionalvalues derived
from the two sets of radar data, and cross-sectionalplots were made for the
aspect angles of interest in the OFT trackingtask.

SYMBOLS

B noise bandwidthof intermediate-frequencyamplifierreferencedto
1 hertz, dB

G gain of antennaover isotropicgain, dB

L transmittingand receivingline losses,dB

NF0 operatingnoise figure,dB

Pt transmittedpower referencedto 1 watt, dBw

R range referencedto 1 nauticalmile, dB

S/N ratio of receiversignal power to noise power, dB

transmittedwave length referencedto I hertz, dB

o radar cross sectionreferencedto1 m2 dBm2

TRACKING RADARS

Pre-MissionSystemCalibrations

Prior to the mission, each of the two radars underwentthe variousaline-
ment and calibrationchecks specifiedin the appropriatepre-missionopera-
tional validationdocument. The pre-missionvalidationsperformedincludedthe
normal oscillatoralinements,deviationchecks, offsetchecks, range calibra-
tions, and frequencyadjustments. In addition,each of the radarswas given a
carefulAGC calibration,both with parametricamplifiers(paramps)on and with
parampsoff. The calibrationdata were recordedand served as a basis for the
post-flightconversionof the AGC voltagesto signal-to-noisevalues for each
even second during the flight.



System Configuration

During the free-flight phase of the mission, the AN/FPS-16 radar was
operated at 50 percent power, paramps off, and in the dual local oscillator
mode. In the dual local oscillator mode, both the skin and beacon oscillators
are active. Although the system continues to track the target by means of the
beacon return, the skin return is also processed in the system such that the
skin AGCvalues can be observed and recorded using the system's chart recorder.
The use of the dual local oscillator mode reduces the angle noise that would
otherwise cause the apparent source of the return to wander back and forth
about the physical center of the target. Since the beacon was used on the ALT
missions, the dual mode feature provided a convenient method for obtaining the

_ simultaneous skin track data needed for the cross-section calculations. During
the flight, the AN/FPS-16 range, azimuth, and elevation data were recorded in
digital form by the Aerodynamic Test Range (ATR) real-time tracking data
processing system. AGCvalues from the AN/FPS-16 were recorded, along with
IRIG-B timing, using the site's strip (:hart recorder.

During the flight, the AN/MPS-19Cradar was operated at 100 percent power,
paramps off, and in the skin local oscillator mode. A skin track was main-
tained from the time of launch until runway touchdown, providing tracking data
for the body-axisazimuthaspect angles from 253° through360° to 135°. The
elevationaspect varied from 45° during a 59° bank maneuverto negativevalues
in excess of -30°. Range, azimuth,and elevation(r, a, el) data and AGC
voltageswere recordedcontinuouslyon the site's magnetictape recorder.

Post-Mission System Calibration

Immediately following the flight, a 0.25 m2 balloon-carried target
was released and tracked by the two radars. AGCvalues from both radars
were plotted using strip chart recorders. Each even 991.4 meter (1 kiloyard)
point on the plot was identified as the range increased. All tracking system
configurations were the same as used on the orbiter mission except that,
in the case of the AN/FPS-16 radar, the calibration target was tracked in the
single local oscillator mode. However, during a subsequent calibration run,
the system was placed in and out of the dual mode several times, and it was
found that the dual mode loss consistently measured 3.9 dB. This factor had to
be applied to the AN/FPS-16 data obtained during the orbiter tracking mission
since the system was operated in dual mode at that time.

For the AN/FPS-16 radar, the average cross-sectional value was

-5.84 dBm2 with a standard deviation of 1.09 dB for the 0.25 m2
9

(-6.02 dBm2) target. Correspondingly, for the AN/MPS-19Cradar the average

cross-sectional value was -6.26 dBm2, with a standard deviation of 0.38 dBm2.
" Thus, it can be expectedthat the shuttleorbitercross sectionsprovidedby

these radars are probably accuratewithin 1 dB or less.



DATAREDUCTION

To compute radar cross section as a function of the impinging angle of the
radio-frequency (rf) energy on the body axis triad, it was first necessary to
time correlate data from three separate sources. Body axis data were obtained
from onboard inertial recordings. Radar signal-to-noise measurements were
obtained from strip chart recordings of intermediate-frequency signal levels at
each of the two tracking radar sites. Position data relative to each of the
two radars were obtained from digital recordings of range, azimuth, and eleva- °
tion from the two radars. Separate IRIG-B timing was provided for each of the
recordings.

After the flight, each data set was combined and time correlated to provide
the source material for a cross-sectional analysis based on the signal-to-noise
measurements recorded at the two tracking radars. The source data set fQr each
radar included:

1. IRIG-B time reference (even seconds).

2. Range, azimuth, and elevation (r, a, el) of the target at each even
second.

3. Signal-to-noise ratio at each even second.

4. Body-axis angles measured on board the orbiter interpolated to each
even second.

The impinging angle of the rf energy on the body of the orbiter was
computed using the following sequence:

I. The orbiter's position was converted from spherical (r, a, el)
coordinates into radar-centered, east-north-vertical- (ENV-) alined,
right-hand Cartesian coordinates (app. A).

2. The Cartesian ENVcoordinates were rotated to provide the orbiter's
position referenced to a radar-centered Cartesian frame spatially
offset from but in angular alinement with the earth-centered, right-
handed Greenwich equatorial-polar (EFG) coordinate frame (app. B).

3. The orbiter position was then translated to the earth-centered EFG
triad (app. C).

4. Having calculated the EFGcoordinates of the orbiter, and knowing
the EFG coordinates of the tracking radar, the AE, AF, and AG
elements of the orbiter-to-radar vector were determined.

5. From the EFGcoordinates of the orbiter, the geodetic position of
the orbiter was determined (apps. D and E).

6. Knowing the geodetic coordinates of the orbiter and the elements of
the orbiter-to-radar vector in the orbiter-centered, EFG-alined
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coordinate frame, it was possible to rotate the position vector
of the radar into an orbiter-centered, ENVreference frame (app. F).

7. Knowing the body-axis angles existing at the orbiter at the same
instant in time, it was possible to rotate the orbiter-to-radar
position vector through the body-axis Euler angles to obtain the
position of the radar with respect to the orbiter-centered, right-
handed, body-axis frame of reference (app. G).

" 8. The position of the radar with respect to the orbiter body axes was
then converted from Cartesian to spherical coordinate form, thus
providing the position of the radar in terms of azimuth (measured
clockwise from the nose of the orbiter), elevation (measured posi-
tive upward from the wing-nose plane), and range.

This sequence of conversions, rotations, and translations provided the
impinging angle of the rf energy referenced to the orbiter's body-axis triad
for each second during the flight. It then remained to compute radar cross
section from known radar parameters, the recorded signal-to-noise value, and
the target range existing at each I-second interval. This was accomplished
using the classical radar equation (ref. 2) in logarithmic form:

o = 4R + B + NF0 + L - Pt - 2_ - 2G + S/N

By correlating the radar cross-sectional computations for each even second
in the analysis interval with the corresponding body axis angles of the
impinging rf energy, a radar cross-sectional pattern was developed.

Because of the close range of the orbiter during the ALT phase of the
program, no refraction correction was applied to the angular data. However, a
refraction routine was provided in the program for future analyses, which will
use data obtained during the orbiter's approach to landing from orbital
missions.

LAMBERTTRANSFORMATION

In order to provide a qualitative measure of the tracking radar perfor-
mance, the computer program used to reduce the radar data also included a
Lambert transformation to permit the radar r, a, and el data to be converted
into x-y position data that could be plotted using a standard mapping format.
The results of these transformations, applied to both the AN/FPS-16 and
AN/MPS-19Cdata, are shown in figures I and 2. Because the dual mode was used
on the AN/FPS-16 radar, the position plot is somewhat smoother than the plot
from the AN/MPS-19Cradar, which was prepared from data obtained using the skin
mode only. The orbiter tracks shown in figures I and 2 represent only the free-
flight portion of the mission, and the end of the track represents the touch-
down point. These Lambert plots also show the relative locations of the two



radars. The proximityof the two radars to one anotherenabledsome
interestingcomparisonsto be made in the data, as will be shown later.

RESULTSAND DISCUSSION

The dotted curve in figure 3 shows the signal-to-noisemeasurementsmade at
the AN/FPS-16radar from the time of launchuntil 168 secondsafter the launch.
Because of the urgency of the trackingmission, it was necessaryto discontinue
the collectionof signal-to-noisedata at that time. The solid curve in figure
3 shows the signal-to-noisemeasurementstaken at the AN/MPS-19Cradar. In
this case, since the radar was not prime, it was possibleto devote the
necessaryeffort to insurethat valid signal-to-noisedata were obtainedfrom
the time of launch until the time of touchdown. A skin track was maintained
throughoutthis entire period, and all the AN/MPS-19Cdata are valid.

As was noted in figures1 and 2, the two radarsare situatedin close
proximityto one anotherand, at the trackingangles involvedin this mission,
did not have a great amount of parallax. When the two plots are compared,it
is possibleto see that the amplitudenoise patternson the two radarswere
quite similar. Both radars experienceda peak in the signal-to-noisedata at
about 66 seconds after launch. Numerous other similaritiescan also be seen in
the data, not just in the generaltrend of the long-periodchanges,but also in
the short-periodnoise patterns. The offset in some of the peaks is due to
the fact that a certain amount of parallaxdid exist, and, except for points
where the target was completelyin line with both of the radars,a shadowing
effect can be seen in the patterns. It is apparentfrom the figures that the
noise amplitudeof the two systemswas very similar,both on a long-periodand
a short-periodbasis, indicatingits sourceto be in the target's reflection
and phase responseto the incidentwave front.

Figure 4 shows the computedradar cross sectionas a functionof time after
launch as calculatedfrom the AN/FPS-16and AN/MPS-19Cdata. Again, becauseof
the parallax,the same aspect angle exposurewas offset slightlyin time
between the two radars,but the similaritiesin both long- and short-period
patternsare unmistakable. The peak at about 66 seconds after launch occurred
as the orbiter'sazimuthaspect angle quicklypassedthrough270° duringthe
initialturn off the base leg. This broad peak that occurredfrom about 200
secondsto 270 secondswas caused by the slow broadsidepass in the final
stage of the landingapproach.

Next, the cross-sectionaldata were correlatedwith aspect angle data and
sorted to permit plots to be made of the cross-sectionalvalues as a function
of the body-axisazimuthaspect angles. To enhancethe data point densityof
the plots, it was assumedthat the cross-sectionalprofilefor the left side of
the vehiclewas essentiallythe same as the cross-sectionalprofilefor the
right side of the vehicle. This permittedthe data for the left and right
sides to be combinedinto a plot coveringthe 180° aspect range from the nose
to the tail. Provisionswere also includedin the programto allow any given
elevationaspect window to be selectedso that only those azimuthaspect points
fallingwithin the selectedelevationwindow would be plotted. Again, the
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program was provided with the capability to plot the AN/FPS-16 and AN/MPS-19C
data separately or as superimposed plots for comparison purposes.

Figure 5 provides data points on the elevation-slice-type cross section
versus azimuth angle plots for the AN/FPS-16 radar. These plots extract radar
cross section versus azimuth aspect angle data for elevation aspect angles of
0°, -I0 °, -20 ° , and -30 ° , respectively. In order to provide sufficient data in
the plots to insure detection of any significant trends, it was necessary to
use an elevation window of ±I0 °. An examination of these plots did not reveal

P

any significant changes in the cross-sectional values over the ranges of
elevation angles for which data were available.

, Figure 6 provides the same type of data derived from the AN/MPS-19Cradar
for the same elevation slices. Again, it was not possible to detect any signi-
ficant trends or changes in the cross section versus azimuth aspect angle plots
for different elevation aspect angles.

The same data, but from both radars, are combined in the plots provided in
figure 7. In these plots, the extremely good correlation that was obtained in
the cross-sectional values computed from the two sets of radar data can he
seen. Since none of the plots show significant trends in the cross-sectional
values over the range of elevation angles available from the data, it would
seem that a valid plot of cross section versus azimuth aspect angle would be
obtained by accepting all of the elevation aspect angles in a single plot.
This type of plot is provided in figure 8, which combines all the data from
both radars.

From an analysis of figure 8, a radar cross section of 12 to 14 dBm2 would
be expected in the head-on aspect. This value may drop slightly, but not
significantly, as the aspect angle shifts within about 25° of head-on. At
about 25° azimuth aspect angle, the value of the cross section starts to climb
to a broad maximumthat extends from about 40° to II0 °. It then trails off
slowly in the aft quartering views. No data were obtained in the range from
140° to 180° aspect; however, these angles are not critical in the OFT tracking
mission.

Figure 9 provides the same data as a smooth curve that eliminates the
amplitude noise from scintillation and glint (refs. 3 and 4). Here again, the
same pattern as previously described is presented.

Prior to ALT, a limited distribution publication entitled "A Comparative
Analysis Between the AN/FPQ-6 and AN/FPS-16 Radars in the OFT Support Mission"
(by Robert James, Rep. 013-76, James and Associates, Lancaster, Calif., Apr.
1976) was prepared under contract. In that document an estimate of the shuttle
cross-sectional profile was made by various geometric comparisons and by consi-
deration of cross-sectional profiles from comparably sized jet aircraft. As a
result of these studies, it was concluded that the head-on aspect angle would

provide a cross section of about 12 dBm2. These estimates now seem to have
been reasonably valid, although the broadside cross section was slightly



underestimated. However, the estimatesmade at that time were intentionally
conservative,for obviousreasons.

In that same document,an analysisindicatedthat, to achievea 95 percent

probabilityof lock-onwith a 10-4 or less probabilityof false alarm, a
12 dB signal-to-noisereturnwas requiredfor both the AN/FPS-16and AN/FPQ-6
radars. Using the tables providedin that publication,it can be determined

that, for an approximate12 dBm2 radar cross-sectiontarget, a 12 dB signal- °
to-noise returnwould be expectedin skin mode at about 600 nauticalmiles for
the AN/FPQ-6radars,and at about 225 nauticalmiles for the AN/FPS-16radars.
For the DFRC AN/FPS-16radar, the first line of sight will probablyoccur
around 380 nauticalmiles, so the range limitationsof the 1 megawatt system
will delay the acquisitionfor a short time until signal strengthbecomes
sufficientfor lock-on. Because of the increasedpower output,the AN/FPQ-6
class of radars should be capable of lock-onimmediatelyafter the first-line-
of-sight conditionsare attained.

CONCLUSIONS

From the data obtainedduring shuttlefree flight numberthree, it appears
that the orbitervehicleexhibitscross-sectionalcharacteristicsapproximating
a comparablysized jet transport,except that the broadsidepeak may cover a
broader range of aspect angles than would be the case with a conventionaljet
aircraft. Head-on cross-sectionalcharacteristicsare sufficientlygood to
provideimmediatefirst-line-of-sightlock-oncapabilityfor the AN/FPQ-6class
of radars,but the AN/FPS-16radars will experiencesome delay betweenfirst
line of sight and the point where the signal-to-noiseratio of the return is
sufficientlyhigh to enable a lock-onto be achieved.



APPENDIXA.--CONVERSIONOF TARGETRANGE,AZIMUTH, ANDELEVATION
INTO RADAR-CENTEREDEAST-NORTH-VERTICALPOSITIONCOORDINATES

Radar measurementsof target positionare made in sphericalcoordinates
denoted by range (r), azimuth (a), and elevation (el). In this system,the
radar is at the origin of the coordinatesystem and the fundamentalplane
passes throughthe radar and lies parallelto the referencespheroidhorizon.
The principalaxis is taken as pointingnorthwardalong the meridian passing

• through the radar. This conventionassumesthat correctionsare made in the
measurementssystem to compensatefor electricaland mechanicalmisalinements
and for local geoid anomalies.

Conversionof target positionfrom the radar-centeredsphericalcoordinates
to a radar-centeredeast (X), north (Y), and vertical (Z) Cartesiansystem is
accomplishedby the trigonometricrelationsgiven below.

X = r sin a cos el (A1)

Y = r cos a cos el (A2)

Z = r sin el (A3)

Figure A-1 is a superpositionof the sphericaland Cartesiansystems. In
the sphericalsystem the conventionis adoptedsuch that elevationangles are
measured positivelyfrom the fundamentalplane, and azimuthangles are measured
positivelyin a clockwisedirectionfrom north.

Z (vertical)

__Tracked vehicle

Radar si te-_, (north)

Radar site _
meri di an-_j \

/ /_Radar site
• X ! parallel

(east)

4'

Fi gure A-I



APPENDIXB.--ROTATION OF TARGETPOSITIONCOORDINATESFROMRADAR-CENTERED
EAST, NORTH,ANDVERTICALALINEMENTTO EQUATORIALAND NORTHALINEMENT

Target position given in terms of radar-centered east (X), north (Y),
and vertical (Z) alinement is rotated into alinement with the spheroid-geocen-
tric frame by use of the standard matrix relation:

[ ]
E" I sin W cos W sin U cos W cos U X ,

F" i = cos W sin W sin U -sin W cos U Y (BI)i

G" I 0 cos U sin U Z

where E", F", and G" make up a right-handed Cartesian system whose principal
plane is the equatorial plane of the reference spheroid and whose principal
axis is parallel to the axis passing from the geocentric center through the
north zenith of the reference spheroid. The symbols U and W represent the
geodetic latitude and longitude of the radar site.

Figure B-I pictorially shows the relation of the target's position coordi-
nates in the two reference frames. The elements of the target-to-radar posi-
tion vector are obviously the negative of the elements of the radar-to-target
position vector.

S!

Z et

,, position vector
\

' !y
Radar site-,

-F"

E

X G

Radar geocentric
position vector center of

reference spheroid

-F

E

Figure B-1
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APPENDIXC.--TRANSLATIONOF TARGETPOSITIONCOORDINATESFROMRADAR-
CENTEREDTOGEOCENTRICCENTEREDEQUATORIAL-POLARFRAME

Target position coordinates in a radar-centered, right-handed equatorial-
polar reference frame are translated to position coordinates in a geocentric
right-handed equatorial-polar reference frame by simple vector addition.

E : E' + E" (C1)
e

F = F' + F" (C2)

G : G' + G" (C3)

where E', F', and G' are the position coordinates of the radar site in the
spheroid-geocentric, equatorial-polar triad, and E", F", and G" are the
target's radar-centered position coordinates alined with the equatorial-polar
triad.

This relationship is shown pictorially in figure C-1.

vehicle's radar-centered
G" position vector (E",F",G")

_d
vehicle

Radar site
I1

vehicle's geocentric
E" position vector (E,F,G)

G
Radar site's geocentric

position vector (E',F',G')

:ric center of
reference spheroid

_F

J

E

, Figure C-1
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APPENDIXD.--CONVERSIONBETWEENGEODETICANDGEOCENTRICLATITUDE
FOR ON-SPHEROIDPOINTS

The equation for an ellipse in Cartesian coordinates is given by

X2 I (DI)
_+ b2 = Q

where a is the length of the semimajor axis and b is the length of the semi-
minor axis. The eccentricity, e, which is a measure of the flattening of the
ellipse, is given by

e2 = a2 - b2 (D2)
a2

Combining (D1) and (D2) provides the equation for an ellipse in a slightly
different form which is often useful in transformation relations,

x2(l _ e2) +y2 : a(1 - e2) (D3)

Figure D-I representsthe first quadrantof a meridianellipsewith surface
tangentline, MT, constructedat the point T. The geodeticlatitudeof the
point T is given by U, and the geocentriclatitudeof the same point is given
by U". The slope of the tangent line, obtainedby differentiationof equation
(D3), is given by

_x- _(1 - e21 (D4)

M

T

b
Y

I
a l

C

Figure D-1
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The slope of the normal line, TC, is simply the negative of the same expression
or

dx _ y = tan U (D5)
By x(1 - e2)

From the geometry of figure D-I it is apparent that values for x and y can be
obtained as

f
x = p cos U" and y = p sin U" (D6)

which can be substituted in equation (D5) to obtain the desired relationship
between on-spheroid geodetic and geocentric latitude,

tan U" : (I - e2) tan U (D7)

13



APPENDIXE.--CALCULATIONOF GEODETICLATITUDEAND ALTITUDE
OF AN OFF-SPHEROIDTARGETFROMTHE TARGETGEOCENTRICRADIUSVECTOR

Calculation of geodetic latitude and altitude from a target's geocentric
position vector is accomplished using the method of Purcell and Cowan (ref. 5).
This method is based on the use of small angle approximations which enhance
processing speed and which have a negligible effect on computational accuracy.

Figure E-I represents the first quadrant of a meridian ellipse from an
oblate earth of eccentricity, e. The position of the target is denoted by the
point, P, at an altitude, h, above the surface of the reference spheroid. The
target's geodetic latitude is denoted by U, its geocentric latitude is denoted
by U', and the geocentric latitude of the surface point whose outward normal
passes through the target is denoted by U". The magnitude of the geocentric
position vector is denoted byR, the geocentric radius of the earth along the
geocentric position vector is denoted by R", and the geodetic earth radius to
the surface normal point is denoted by N. Other points of interest are a,
the length of the semi-major axis of the ellipse; b, the length of the semi-
minor axis of the ellipse; d, the distance along the X axis from the origin to
the intersection of the normal line; and c, the distance measured along the
normal line from the point of intersection of the X axis to the surface inter-
section. The difference between geodetic and geocentric latitude is denoted by

at the point Q, by _' at the point T, and by B at the point P.

Reference
spheroid

Geocentric y
center of
reference
spheroi

i

0 i I
x i

i

a *l

Center of
curvature
for point Q

Figure E-1
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It has been shown (app.D) that the relationbetweengeodeticand geocen-
tric latitudefor on-spheroidpoints is given by

tan U" = (1 - e2) tan U (El)

Using double angle trigonometricrelationsit is possibleto write

tan (U - U") = tan U - tan U"1 + tan U tan U" (E2)

in which the tan U" terms can be eliminatedby the use of equation (El) and
• a can be substitutedfor U - U" to yield

tan _ - tan U - (1 - e2) tan U (E3)
1 + (I - e2) tan2 U

Equation (E3)can be further reducedto

e2 sin U cos U

tan a = 2 n2 (E4)1 - e si U

and since a is very small,tan a can be replacedby a to provide

e2 sin U cos U

a = e2 n2 (E5)1 - si U

A similarsolutionfor _ may be obtainedin terms of U" by eliminationof
the tan U terms in equation (E2) in the same manner that the tan U" terms were
eliminatedin the above solution. This yields

e2 sin U" cos U"

= e2 (E6)1 - sin2 U

The differencebetween geodeticand geocentriclatitudeat point T may be
determinedby the same method,which yields

e2 ' U', sin U cos

= 2 U' (E7)1 - e cos2

Again consideringthe geometryof the meridionalellipseshown in figure
E-l, it can be seen that the angles a and _' appear very nearly equal.
Although figure E-1 greatlyexaggeratesthe ellipticityof the earth spheroid,
the actual differencebetweenthe angles a and _' can be shown never to exceed

9 x 10-8 radians. Because of this, the convenientapproximationcan be made
that

15



2
e sin U' cos U'

= e2 , (ES)1 - cos2 U

Next, an expression for R' may besimply obtained from the polar form of an
equation for an ellipse as

R' = b (E9)
(I e2 cos2 U')I/2

Applying the law of sines to triangleOPL providesthe relation

d = R sin B/sin U = R" sin e/sin U (EIO)

from which

R" sin e (Eli)sin B - R

Again, since both _ and m' and R' and R" differ only by a negligibleamount,
equation (E11) can be rewrittenas

sin B - R' sinR (E12)

without significantloss of accuracy. Finally, since both _' and B are very
small, equation (E12) can be simplifiedto

B = R'_/R (El3)

The final step in the calculationof geodeticlatitudefrom the target's
geocentriclatitude is accomplishedby noting in figure E-I that

U = U' + B (El4)

Thus, the transformationfrom geocentricto geodeticlatitudecan be
accomplishedby:

1. Calculationof the angle _ using eccentricity,e, and geocentric
latitude,U' (eq. (E8))

2. Calculationof R' using eccentricity,e, and geocentriclatitude,
U' (eq. (E9)).

3. Calculationof a and B from R' (eq. (E13))

4. Calculationof geodeticlatitude,U, from geocentriclatitude,U',
and B (eq. (E14))

It now remainsto calculatethe altitudeof the target above the reference
spheroid. Although the differencebetweenR' and R" does not have appreciable
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effect on the calculationof a, it can introducemeasurableerror in the
calculationof h. Therefore,it is desirableto obtain a more accurate
solution for h than would be possibleby direct substitution. This is accom-
plished by obtaininga relationshipbetween h and the known parametersR, R',
' and B.O& ,

From the equationof an ellipse in polar form the ratio betweenR" and R'
can be expressedas

R" (1- e cos U')I/2

_-r= (1 e2 cos2 U,,)I/2 (E15)

which may be rewrittenas

R" 1 - e2 cos2 U" e2 cos2 U" - e2 cos2 U']I/2

R_-= I e2 cos2 U" + ....... -] (E16)
- 1 - e2 cos2 U"

e2(cos2 U" - cos2 U)11/2

= I + 2 2 U" ] (E17)1 - e cos

=i I + e2[sin(U"l+_e2U')cOs2sin(U'U''- U")]II/2 (El8)

e2(sin U" U' U" U'
= I + cos + cos sin ) sin(U'- U" 1/2 (El9)

I - e2 cos2 U"

From figureE-1 it is apparentthat U' - U" = B - a' is a very small angle.
This allows anotherconvenientapproximationto be made. That is, sin U' is
approximatelyequal to sin U", and cos U' is approximatelyequal to cos U".
Thus, by substitutingB - e' for U' - U", by using the sine and cosine approxi-
mations, and by combiningequations(E8) and (E19),the R"/R' ratio may now be
written as

[ ,JR" 1 + 2 e2 sin U' cos U' 1/2
= I + (B - _ (E20)

I - e2 sin 2 U'

or

RII

h-r : [I + 2a(a - B)]1/2 (E21)

Substitutingthe value for B obtainedfrom equation (E13)yields

R"
_T = 1 + 2_'(I - R"/R)1/2 (E22)
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Applyingthe first two terms of the binomialexpansionto equation (E22)
yields

R" ,2
_-r= 1 +_- (R - R") (E23)

Noting that R - R" very nearly equals h, and making the substitution

R" - R' = a'Bh (E24) ._

a value for R" can be obtainedas
_w

R" = R' + _'Bh (E25)

Applyingtrigonometricrelationsto trianglesOPS and OQS in figure E-l, an
expressionfor h can be written as

h = R cos B - R" cos e' (E26)

Approximatingcos _ and cos B with the first two terms of a cosine series,
equationE26 becomes

h = R(I - B2/2) - R"(1 - a'2/2) (E27)

or

h : (R - R") _ I_(RB2 _ R,,,2) (E28)

Noting that (eq. (E13)) a' = B(R/R")and B = _'(R"/R),equation (E28) can be
rewritten

h = (R - R") -I(R"_'B - R_'B) (E29)

or with further reduction

h = (R - R")(1 + a'B/2) (E30)

It now remainsto combineequations (E25)and (E30)to obtain an expression
R' a' and B asfor h in terms of R, , ,

h = [R - (a'Bh+ R')](1 + _'B/2) (E31)

Multiplyingthe two right-handterms and rearranging,this becomes

h = (R - R')(1 + _'B/2) (E32)
I + a'B + _'2B2/2
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Since the secondterm in the numeratoris simplythe first two terms of the

expansionof (1 - e'B/2)-I and since the denominatoris nearlythe value of

the first three terms of the expansionof (1 - a'B/2)-2, equation (E31)can be
simplifiedto

h : (R - R')(I - _'B/2)-I

_; (I - e'Bl2)-2 (E33)

which upon cancellationbecomes

h : (R - R')(1 - _'BI2) (E34)

Table E1 compares the resultsof the Purcell and Cowan method with exact
values for both target altitudeand geodeticlatitudefor severalrepresen-
tative points, The surfaceerror representsthe horizontaldistancebetween
the exact latitudeand the computedlatitudeas would be measuredon the
surfaceof the referencespheroid. For targets at an altitudeof 1000 meters
above the referencespheroid,the horizontalerror is on the order of
±0.01 meter or less; for targets at 10,000meters, the error is on the order of

±0.1 meter or less; and for targetsat I x 106 meters, the error is on the
order of ±1.0 meter or less. The error in the altitudecomputationis insig-
nificantfor targetsat any altitude. The maximumaltitudeerror in table E1
is found to be only 20.0003meter with root-mean-squarederrors being less than
±0.0001meter.

Thus, it is possibleto determinethe geodeticlatitudeand altitudeof a
target using the target'sgeocentricradius vector by the use of
equations(ES), (Eg), (E13), (E14),and (E34). Although a number of approxima-
tions are used in the calculations,comparisonsof the resultsof this method
with those of the Lagrangemultipliermethod (ref.6), which uses a closed form
solutionwith no approximations,shows that the resultsare accuratewell
beyond the range and angle resolutionof presenttrackingequipment. Further-
more, the speed enhancementobtainedthroughthe use of the Purcelland Cowan
method permitsthe solutionto be used in real-timeapplicationswhere a
large numberof additionalcomputationsmust be performed.
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TABLEEl.--COMPARISON OF LATITUDEANDALTITUDECOMPUTATIONSWITH
EXACTVALUESFORTHE SAMEPARAMETERS

Exact Computed Surface Exact Computed Altitude
latitude, latitude, error, altitude, altitude, error,

deg deg m m m m

0.0000000000 0.0000000000 0.000 I000.0000 I000.0000 0.0000
0.0000000000 0.0000000000 0.000 10000.0000 10000.0000 0.0000
0.0000000000 0.0000000000 0.000 I00000.0000 I00000.0000 0.0000 _

10.0000000000 10.0000000975 0.011 1000.0000 999.9998 0.0002
I0.0000000000 10.0000006941 0.077 I0000.0000 9999.9997 0.0003
I0.0000000000 10.0000064877 0.722 I00000.0000 99999.9997 0.0003

20.0000000000 20.0000002992 0.033 1000.0000 1000.0001 -0.0001
20.0000000000 20.0000012156 0.135 I0000.0000 I0000.0000 0.0000
20.0000000000 20.0000100990 1.125 I00000.0000 I00000.0000 0.0000

30.0000000000 30.0000005731 0.064 1000.0000 1000.0002 -0.0002
30.0000000000 30.0000013810 0.154 I0000.0000 10000.0002 -0.0002
30.0000000000 30.0000092079 1.026 I00000.0000 I00000.0001 -0.0001

40.0000000000 40.0000007485 0.083 1000.0000 999.9999 0.0001
40.0000000000 40.0000010705 0.119 I0000.0000 9999.9999 0.0001
40.0000000000 40.0000041834 0.466 I00000.0000 99999.9999 0.0001

50.0000000000 50.0000006805 0.076 1000.0000 1000.0000 0.0000
50.0000000000 50.0000003653 0.041 I0000.0000 10000.0000 0.0000
50.0000000000 49.9999973061 0.300 I00000.0000 I00000.0000 0.0000

60.0000000000 60.0000003982 0.044 1000.0000 1000.0001 -0.0001
60.0000000000 59.9999995932 0.045 I0000.0000 I0000.0001 -0.0001
60.0000000000 59.9999917913 0.916 I00000.0000 I00000.0001 -0.0001

70.0000000000 70.0000000974 0.011 1000.0000 1000.0000 0.0000
70.0000000000 69.9999991813 0.091 I0000.0000 I0000.0000 0.0000
70.0000000000 69.9999902906 1.084 I00000.0000 I00000.0001 -0.0001

80.0000000000 79.9999999628 0.004 1000.0000 999.9999 0.0001
80.0000000000 79.9999993640 0.071 I0000.0000 I0000.0000 0.0000
80.0000000000 79.9999935553 0.720 I00000.0000 I00000.0000 0.0000

90.0000000000 90.0000000000 0.000 1000.0000 1000.0000 0.0000
90.0000000000 90.0000000000 0.000 10000.0000 I0000.0000 0.0000
90.0000000000 90.0000000000 0.000 100000.0000 100000.0000 0.0000
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APPENDIXF.--ROTATION OF RADARPOSITIONVECTORFROM
TARGET-CENTERED,EQUATORIAL-POLARALINEMENTINTO
TARGET-CENTERED,EAST-NORTH-VERTICALALINEMENT

Radar position given in terms of a target-centered, equatorial-polar alined
reference frame may be converted to target-centered east-north-vertical coordi-
nates by the use of a standard matrix relation:

" - 1X sin W cos W 0 E"

Y : -cos W sin U sin W sin U cos U F" I (FI)

Z cos W cos U -sin W cos U sin U G"

where U and W representthe geodeticlatitudeand longitudeof the target
vehicle;where E", F", and G" representthe radar'sCartesiancoordinates
referencedto a target-centered,equatorial-polarcoordinateframe; and where
X, Y, and Z representthe radar'spositioncoordinatesin a target-centered
east-north-verticalreferenceframe.

Figure F-1 is a superpositionof the radar'spositioncoordinatesin the
two target-centeredreferenceframes.

Vertical

/G
Tracked / /

vehicle-_ /_._/

Vehicle-to-radar \ !j
Vertical position vector_ _

/
East "_\ North\

Radar \ _ .\
site_ I Jr "_F

_\_J_North FReference

. _ / spheroid

Figure F-I
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APPENDIXG.--ROTATION OF RADARPOSITIONVECTORFROMTARGET-CENTERED,
EAST-NORTH-VERTICALALINEMENTTO TARGET-CENTERED,BODY-AXISALINEMENT

To obtain the location of the impinging rf energy with respect to the
target vehicle's body-axis triad, the radar position coordinates in a target-
centered, east-north-vertical reference frame must be rotated to a target-
centered, body-axis alined reference frame. This is accomplished by rotations
through the roll (R), pitch (P), and heading (H) angles of the target vehicle.
For this analysis the pitch angle was measured positive for nose up, the roll _
angle was measured positive for right wing down, and the heading angle was
measured positive clockwise from north.

The rotation matrix is

cos P cos H -cos P sin H sin P

sin R sin P cos H -sin R sin P sin H
= + cos R sin P + cos R cos P -sin R cos P (GI)

Ajk
-cos R sin P cos H cos R sin P sin H cos R cos P+ sin R sin P + sin R cos P

It is then possible to find the Cartesian elements of the radar position
vector with respect to the target vehicle's body axes from

3

=_"_.=.AjkXk(J__: 1, 2, 3) (82)xj
k=l

where xk represents the kth position coordinates in the unrotated system and

xj represents the .ith position coordinates in the rotated system. A more
simplified expression for equation (G2) can be obtai ned" by letting

x2,xSl I 31
and

All A12 A13

A : Ajk = A21 A22 A23] (G4)A31 A32 A33

from which equation (82) may be rewritten as

X = A_ (G5)
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Figure 1. Plot of AN/FPS-16trackingdata from launch to touchdown.
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Figure 2. Plot of AN/MPS-19Ctracking data from launch to touchdown.
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Figure 3. Signal-to-noisevaluesduring orbiterfree flight measuredat DFRC
AN/FPS-16and AN/MPS-19Cradars. AN/FPS-16data are shown as dotted line.
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Figure 4. Radar cross sectionplottedas functionof time after drop as
computedfrom AN/FPS-16and AN/MPS-19Cdata. AN/FPS-16data are shown as

. dotted line.
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Figure 5. Radar cross section plotted as a function of body azimuth angle using
AN/FPS-16 radar data.
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Figure 5. Continued.
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Figure 5. Continued.
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" Figure 5. Concluded.
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Figure 6. Radar cross section plotted as a function of body azimuth angle using .
AN/MPS-19Cradar data.
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Figure 6. Continued.
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Figure 7. Radar cross sectionplottedas a functionof body azimuthangle
using AN/FPS-16and AN/MPS-19Cradar data. AN/FPS-16data are shown as
dotted line.
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Figure 8. Radar cross sectionplottedas a functionof body azimuthangle for
an elevationaspect angle of 0° with an elevationwindow of _+30°• Based on
AN/FPS-16and AN/MPS-19Cradar data; AN/FPS-16data are shown as dotted line.
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Figure 9. Radar cross section plotted as a function of body azimuth angle for an
elevation aspect angle of 0° with an elevation window of ±30° . Based on combined
AN/FPS-16 and AN/MPS-19Cdata.
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